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How's the light working? 
Light switch off for sun 
charging in daytime. 
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Special Notice: 

At night, it turns on white light automatically, during the first 
5 heurs, if people stride over the lamp(0-50cm distance) the 
lamp will turn to blue light, and las! 5-10 seconds, after that 

become white light again . 

(** (** 
it Trun to blue light when -sensor works ..... 

5-10 seconds later turn 
to white light again 

After 5 heurs, it will be 50% brightness 
white light for another 5 heurs, and then 
turn off. Pis note, no blue light du ring this 
5 heurs. 
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Please make sure there is no obstacle in the area above the lamp(grey area as below picture shows). 
Otherwise, the sensor will judge as people pass by and always turn to blue light. 

Warning 
1. Keep the device away from tire and oil in order to avoid any tire or explosion . 
2. Any severe shock to the light is not recommended. 
3. No one except professional technicians should attempt to disassemble the light in order to avoid 
damaging the light. 
4. If more than 3 months no charging under sunshine, the lamp maybe out of power , need to charge 
it under bright sunshine. 
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Solar underground light 

G) stainless steel caver 
(2) toughened glass 
@ light guide plate 
@ salar panel 
@ battom cap 

Electrical Characteristics: 
1. Salar panel : 5.5V/1W 
2. Li-ion battery: 3.7V, 2000mAh 
3. LED: 30Lumens 
4. Fully charged by bright sunlight: about 11 hours 
5. Lighting time: around 3 nights! 
6. Waterproof: IP68 
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7. Very easy to install and no need wire cannection , 100% Solar powered 

How to unlock and lock(turn off) the light? 
1.The light is locked from factory for safe shipment, 2. If users want to lock(turn off) the light, 
sa users should put the light under sunlight to activate it. can put the solar panel side down. 
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